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Preface 

It is appropriate, in a book about foundations, that I express gratitude to the 
individuals who made this enterprise possible. Claiming Places is a revised 
form of my doctoral dissertation completed at Emory University in 2017. 
Members of the Graduate Division of Religion, particularly the New Testament 
faculty, merit my sincerest appreciation. The way they both embody and nur-
ture careful, creative scholarship has been a continuing source of inspiration.  

Heartfelt thanks are due above all to my advisor, Carl Holladay. Every step 
of the way, he challenged me to strengthen my argument while providing ample 
encouragement to see this project through to completion. A seasoned mentor, 
Carl always struck the right balance between offering sage guidance and fos-
tering scholarly independence.  

I am also profoundly grateful to my committee members. Sandra Blakely 
has been a consistent source of support. It was in a readings course with her 
that I first became fascinated with the practices – and accounts – of coloniza-
tion in the ancient Mediterranean world, giving birth to the idea for this book. 
Luke Timothy Johnson showed early enthusiasm for this project and chal-
lenged me to make the strongest argument possible. His careful reading of my 
dissertation yielded many constructive recommendations. Walter Wilson, like-
wise, was an enthusiastic supporter of this project and offered numerous help-
ful suggestions. Finally, Vernon Robbins lent his expansive creativity, and 
sharp insight, to his reading of the dissertation.  

Likewise, I am thankful for the excellent editors and staff at Mohr Siebeck. 
These include series editor Jörg Frey and dedicated professionals who have 
offered critical feedback while shepherding my manuscript through the publi-
cation process: Katharina Gutekunst, Elena Müller, Dominika Zgolik, Tobias 
Stäbler, and Federica Viviani. Here I would like to offer special thanks to To-
bias Nicklas for reading my manuscript and recommending it to Mohr Siebeck 
in the first place.  

This project would not have been possible without the support of family. 
Rich and Linda Moore, my parents, nurtured the intellectual endeavors that 
eventually produced this book. My father also read final dissertation drafts with 
his keen grammatical eye. I dedicate Claiming Places to my wife, Ping. Her 
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patience and persistent encouragement are the ultimate foundation upon which 
this book was formed.  

Eric C. Moore 
Atlanta, April 2020 
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Introduction 

 Colonization as a Framework for Reading Acts 
Colonization as a Framework for Reading Acts 

Casual readers and scholars alike recognize Acts of the Apostles as a story 
about the beginnings of early Christianity. Its appeal stems largely from how it 
fills a gap in the historical imagination – providing a memorable account of 
“Christianity’s transformation from a small band of Galileans following Jesus 
into a vast, multicultural network of urban churches.”1 However, the story’s 
utility in explaining this transformation does not, by itself, render Acts more 
culturally intelligible. Scholars thus employ various approaches to locate Acts 
in its first – or second2 – century Mediterranean setting. I review several such 
attempts at contextualization in the following chapter.3 There, I distinguish ap-
proaches that focus on the genre or geographical horizons of Luke’s narrative 
from the one adopted in this study. My guiding question is what it means to 
label Acts an origins story or story of beginnings given its broader cultural 
milieu. To explore this dimension of the narrative, I employ ancient coloniza-
tion as an analytic lens. 

At its most basic, Acts is a story about community replication. From a pre-
cise point of origin, Jerusalem (Acts 1–7), the Jesus movement expands to cit-
ies such as Caesarea (10:1–11:18), Antioch of Syria (13:13–52), Philippi 
(16:11–40), Thessalonica (17:1–9), Athens (17:16–34), Corinth (18:1–17), 
Ephesus (18:19–21; 19:1–41), and eventually Rome (28:11–16). Luke thema-
tizes this process of replication in distinct ways. Persecution often serves as the 
impetus for expansion (8:1–4; 11:19; 13:50; 14:5–7, 19; 17:5–7). Divine man-
ifestations (oracles, visions, the Holy Spirit, angels) combine to authorize, 
guide, propel, and consolidate expansion (1:8–9; 2:1–4; 8:17, 39–40; 10:3–6; 
10–17, 19; 11:4–10, 12; 13:2–4, 9; 16:6–10; 18:9–11; 19:6–7). Just as notable, 
charismatic figures such as Peter and Paul play a pronounced role in forming 
new communities of Jesus followers (e.g., Acts 3:1–26; 10:1–11:18; 13:16–43; 
14:1–7; 16:1–40; 18:1–11; 19:1–20). Their activity often engenders opposition 
(4:1–7, 13–22; 5:17–18, 22–42; 6:8–15; 7:54–8:3; 13:6–12, 45, 50; 16:16–24; 
17:5–9, 13; 18:6, 12–17; 19:9, 23–41; 21:27–30; 22:22–40; 23:12–22; 24:1–9; 
25:1–12; 28:24–27). Many of the communities established feature a mixture of 

 
1 Walter Wilson, “Urban Legends: Acts 10:11–11:18 and the Strategies of Greco-Roman 

Foundation Narratives,” JBL 120 (2001): 78. 
2 See Richard I. Pervo, Dating Acts: Between the Evangelists and the Apologists (Santa 

Rosa: Polebridge Press, 2006). 
3 See chapter 1. 
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Jewish and gentile members (8:40/10:1–11:18; 13:43, 48–50; 17:4, 12; 19:10; 
28:24/28–31). Though “new,” these communities are linked to a more distant 
past through the narrative’s references to Jewish ancestors and ancient proph-
ecies (2:17–35; 3:22–25; 7:2–50; 8:32–33; 13:16–41; 15:15–18; 28:25–27).  

My argument in this book is that our understanding of Luke’s narrative is 
enhanced when reading it in light of a specific topos in Mediterranean antiq-
uity: civic or community origins. To be clear, I am not making an argument 
about the genre of Acts, for instance, that it formally constitutes a “foundation 
narrative.” Rather, what this study does is offer an assessment of the narrative 
informed both by the phenomenon of ancient colonization and representations 
of it in literary and material forms. My approach is heuristic. I develop a colo-
nization model to identify prominent concerns which Acts shares with other 
accounts of community/civic beginnings.  

Let me explain what I mean by “colonization” in this study. Most basically, 
I adopt it as a convenient term to express the idea of replication or expansion. 
In this basic sense, colonization is an umbrella term flexible enough to encom-
pass a great many different types and instances of community foundation. But 
I also employ the term colonization since it is what is conventionally used in 
scholarship to describe the establishment of new cities in the ancient Mediter-
ranean world, including during the Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman 
periods. Since foundations took many forms, as did later reports about them, 
colonization functions as a baseline term. Here a further clarification is in or-
der. Some will immediately think of post-colonial criticism when encountering 
the term colonization. This is not the nuance intended here, though insights 
gleaned from this study can be deployed in service of this interpretative strat-
egy. In sum, the use of “colonization” to describe my analytic framework is 
intended, first, to signal community replication and, second, to evoke the varied 
expressions of civic/community foundations in the ancient Mediterranean 
world.  

This book therefore contributes to Acts scholarship at both the conceptual 
and analytic levels. First, conceptually, colonization offers a culturally intelli-
gible framework for reading Luke’s narrative. To begin with, themes in Acts 
like dislocation/relocation were associated with different forms of colonization 
in the ancient Mediterranean world. There is also the resonance of the narra-
tive’s subject matter – community origins. Stories about how communities (es-
pecially cities) came to be were immensely popular, remaining so from the 
Classical period of Greece down through late antiquity.4   

Appreciation for this context can illuminate Acts. The narrative’s episodes 
are typically set in cities with rich foundation traditions and/or that are distin-
guishable as Roman colonies (e.g., Antioch of Pisidia, Philippi, Corinth). This 
setting evokes a world of competing origin stories against which Luke’s is set. 

 
4 See chapter 2. 
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Comparing Luke’s tale about the beginnings of a minority community to the 
foundation of cities is not as odd as it appears at first glance. As we will see, 
Philo adopts colonization language/themes to glorify Jewish communities 
planted in cities throughout the Roman Empire, and he and Josephus alike uti-
lize colonization terms/concepts in their reworking of exodus traditions.5 An 
argument of this book, therefore, is that the conceptual world of community 
foundations is a productive one for assessing the subject matter and goals of 
Acts.    

Second, colonization offers an effective framework for analyzing the form 
and features of Acts. As observed above, at the macro-level Acts is about a 
process of replication beginning in Jerusalem and expanding outward to “Ju-
dea, and Samaria, and to the end of the earth” (Acts 1:8). It is only natural that 
this replication should involve the spread of the Christian cult and not merely 
the formation of communities. After all, ancient colonization frequently en-
tailed the transfer of cult.6  

My analytic framework likewise helps account for the shape of Acts at the 
micro- or episodic level, that is, when it comes to how the story of replication 
is told. I identify three prominent concerns which encompass a “general fund 
of narrative and tropological strategies” deployed in foundation accounts7: 
community origins, divine sanction, and founders.8 These preoccupations cor-
relate with the features of Acts detailed above. Luke traces the origins of the 
Christian cult back to Jerusalem and a memorable crisis – persecution – which 
precipitated its spread throughout the Mediterranean world. His characters’ ref-
erences to the ancestors and prophecies push those origins back further still, 
connecting new communities to an ancient salvation-history and its proto-
founders.  

The risen Jesus’s oracle (1:8), dream-visions, and the Holy Spirit provide 
divine sanction for the replicating Christian community. Acts’ non-divine pro-
tagonists, Peter and Paul, operate as founders. Their primary activities are 
preaching and miracle working. The founders typically provoke opposition but 
manage to establish new communities, most of which are ethnically mixed – 
comprised of Jews and gentiles. In the study which follows, I will show the 
profitability of using ancient colonization as an analytic resource to fill out this 
sketch of Christian foundations in Acts. 

The study proceeds in the following fashion: Chapter 1 contextualizes this 
project. I trace how my approach offers an insightful alternative to other read-
ings of Acts while building on studies of ancient colonization and foundation 

 
5 See chapter 3. 
6 See chapters 2 and 4. 
7 Wilson, “Urban Legends,” 79; see chapter 1. 
8 This tripartite scheme serves two purposes. First, it allows me to identity overarching 

concerns in colonization accounts. Second, it facilitates comparison between Acts and other 
accounts, even when the use of individual motifs (e.g., “surprised oikist,” “crisis”) differs.  
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narratives. Chapter 2 elucidates the colonization framework used throughout 
this book. To begin with, I illustrate key concerns in colonization accounts. 
Then, I analyze individual narratives that depict colonization in the Archaic, 
Classical, and Hellenistic periods and finally accounts about the origins of 
Rome. Proceeding thusly, I provide a textured portrayal of how colonizing mo-
tifs function in specific accounts of community origins. This discussion sets 
the table for my analysis of Acts in the succeeding chapters.  

In chapter 3, I argue that Acts 1–5 functions like a colonizing account in its 
own right as well as the “origins” portion of a longer such narrative. I show 
how these chapters introduce founding figures and their pattern of “founding 
acts”; underscore the importance of Jerusalem as the origin of the colonizing 
movement; reveal the movement’s divine mandate; and depict the way of life, 
or “institutions,” that characterize the community of Jesus followers in Jerusa-
lem.  

Subsequent to this, chapter 4 tracks the major development in the colonizing 
narrative that occurs at Antioch of Syria (Acts 11:19–30; 13:1–3; 15:1–35). I 
demonstrate how the replication of the community here serves a pivotal role in 
Acts. On the one hand, the community represents a “colony” of the Jerusalem 
community, one which is generated by a “crisis” in the mother community, 
formed via cult transfer, and characterized by its mixed composition. On the 
other hand, the community at Antioch operates as a “mother city” akin to Je-
rusalem but of “second-generation” colonization outside the land of Israel. The 
community’s leadership and religious institutions – the latter dictated in Jeru-
salem (Acts 15) – reflect its outward orientation. Yet ultimately it is the com-
munity’s mandate, given by the Holy Spirit and recognized by its leadership, 
which formalizes its role as mother city of other Jewish-gentile communities. 
The narrative span 13:4–14:28 represents the first wave of such replication.  

Chapter 5 focuses on the replication of the community in Antioch of Pisidia 
(Acts 13:13–52), foremost of the sites Paul visits during the colonizing venture 
sanctioned by the mother community at Antioch of Syria. I contend that the 
site, as a colony of Rome, was highly symbolic for Luke. Paul’s activities here 
anticipate the spread of the movement to the empire’s capital. His synagogue 
speech is characterized by the rhetoric of “second-generation colonization”; it 
legitimates replication of the Jesus movement outside the land of Israel – and 
with it, the establishment of mixed (Jewish-gentile) communities. Indeed, this 
is precisely the profile of the community produced by Paul and Barnabas’s 
proclamation in “little Rome.” The successful outcome is precipitated in no 
small measure by opposition, a common feature in Acts as well as colonization 
accounts more broadly.  

This represents an apt end to my study. The colonizing movement which 
begins in Jerusalem has spread to Antioch of Syria and from there to another 
Antioch, near Pisidia. At the end of the latter colonizing venture, the founding 
figures report back to the mother city “all that God had done with them” 
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(14:27). In a brief conclusion (chapter 6), I summarize my findings and their 
implications for the study of Acts.  

Above, I asked: What does it mean to call Acts an origins story in light of 
its cultural context? My book proposes that colonization offers a compelling 
framework for addressing this question. The following chapter distinguishes 
this mode of analyzing Acts from other approaches. 
  



 

Chapter 1 

Locating This Book’s Approach to (Luke-) Acts 

1.1 Two Common Approaches to (Luke-) Acts 
1.1 Two Common Approaches to (Luke-) Acts 

To my knowledge, no one has fully exploited the lens of ancient colonization 
to read Acts. While scholars are not blind to the narrative’s territorial preten-
sions, they have tended to adopt other frameworks for analyzing its subject 
matter. Two approaches relevant to this study consider, respectively, the 
work’s genre and its geographical features. Limitations in these approaches, I 
argue, highlight this book’s analytic value.  

1.1.1 Studies of (Luke-) Acts’ Genre 

A particularly prominent approach to (Luke-) Acts considers the work’s genre. 
Many scholars preoccupied with this question have concluded that Luke’s nar-
rative represents an example of ancient historiography. Eckhard Plümacher, for 
instance, has made this identification on the basis of similar literary techniques 
deployed in Acts, on the one hand, and the works of Dionysius of Halicarnassus 
and Livy, on the other.1 He specifically points to each author’s use of archaiz-
ing speeches, adaptation of literary models, and construction of dramatic epi-
sodes as historiographical building-blocks. Helpful to a point, the overly broad 
classification of Acts as “historiography” fails to fully illuminate the work’s 
preoccupations and their function. Though aiming at greater precision, David 
Aune’s proposal that Luke-Acts is an example of general history warrants cri-
tique on the same grounds.2 

Still more precise is Gregory Sterling’s classification.3 He maintains that 
Luke-Acts should be considered an example of apologetic historiography, a 
subgenre flourishing during the Roman period but having roots in the ethno-
graphic tradition of Herodotus. Explicating this classification, Sterling ana-
lyzes the content, form, and function of selected works from the fifth century 

 
1 Eckhard Plümacher, Lukas als hellenistischer Schriftsteller: Studien zur Apostel-

geschichte (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1972). 
2 David Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment (Philadelphia: Westmin-

ster John Knox, 1987), 88–89. 
3 Gregory Sterling, Historiography and Self-Definition: Josephos, Luke-Acts, and 

Apologetic Historiography (Leiden: Brill, 1992). 
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BCE to the second century CE.4 What distinguishes examples of apologetic 
historiography such as these is the privileging and hellenization of native 
sources in order to legitimize subject peoples. This characteristic defines Luke-
Acts just as it does the works of Josephus and other Hellenistic Jewish authors. 
Though designed for “insiders,” the two-part narrative would have given its 
intended audience confidence in their “interplay” with “the larger outside 
world.”5  

Sterling has introduced greater precision to the classification of Luke-Acts 
as a form of historiography, but his work raises further questions. In particular, 
how might broader cultural traditions have influenced the way Acts (the focus 
of my investigation) was conceived and constructed? Sterling has adduced con-
vincing formal and functional parallels between Luke-Acts and other “native” 
works. But for Luke’s narrative to give “insiders” confidence in their 

 
4 Ibid. Herodotus’s works attempt to situate peoples within the hegemonic framework of 

the Persian Empire. Paralleling Herodotus’s endeavor were the attempts of those writing 
during the Roman period who sought to valorize the histories of their respective (minority) 
communities. Works by Hellenistic Jewish authors, the Antiquities of the Jews by Josephus, 
and Luke-Acts itself do this by appropriating native sources and transforming them accord-
ing to Hellenistic norms. 

5 Ibid., 629. While specific literary features vary as a function of the groups and interests 
represented, the general rules of the game are strikingly similar whatever the chronological 
and geographical context. Thus, for example, the appeal to antique origins typifies many 
works. Stories of Israel’s patriarchs and kings provide Jews access to venerable histories on 
par – from their perspective – with the legendary and mythical narratives of their neighbors. 
Yet for these traditions to function effectively, they must conform to general Hellenistic 
conventions. Sterling argues that this is what one witnesses in the works of those such as 
Artapanus, Pseudo-Eupolemus, and Josephus, who recast HB and LXX traditions in order to 
eulogize the origins, histories, and practices of their communities (ibid., 355–60; 490–94). 

Sterling’s argument elsewhere that Stephen’s speech in Acts 7 represents a programmatic 
justification for Jewish life outside Israel – and thereby legitimation for the early Christian 
mission in different centers of the Roman Empire – is thus quite plausible. See Gregory 
Sterling, “‘Opening the Scriptures’: The Legitimation of the Jewish Diaspora and the Early 
Christian Mission,” in Jesus and the Heritage of Israel: Luke’s Narrative Claim upon Is-
rael’s Legacy, ed. David P. Moessner (Harrisburg: Trinity, 1999), 199–217. Sterling but-
tresses this claim with illustrations of similar legitimation strategies in comparanda drawn 
from the Jewish diaspora (especially the Hellenistic Jewish fragments). Jewish luminaries 
such as Moses and Abraham are associated with particular “places” outside the land of Israel 
in many of these examples. Descriptions of a respective figure’s characteristics (e.g., “great 
learning”) and activities in these distant lands effectively co-opt such space for Jewish com-
munity living there. In this manner, figures such as Moses and Abraham operate akin to cult 
heroes or colony founders around whom local mythical traditions develop in order to justify 
minority identities. Sterling brings this assessment to bear on his analysis of Stephen’s 
speech. He argues that Luke’s variation from the LXX at key junctures reflects a similar 
desire to broaden the scope of life and mission beyond the narrow borders of Jerusalem and 
Judea. Despite his stoning, Stephen’s legitimation for God’s work outside Israel, according 
to Sterling, threads its way through the subsequent spaces of Luke’s narrative. 
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interactions with “outsiders,”6 it must resonate with customary ways of depict-
ing community origins.  

Daniel Marguerat deserves mention in this connection.7 He observes histo-
riography’s ability to “construct … self-understanding”8 but steers the classi-
fication of Acts in a different direction than Sterling.9 In his second volume, 
Marguerat argues, Luke fashions identity via a “narrative of beginning” – a 
common function of remembering the past.10 Following Pierre Gibert, he de-
lineates six “parameters” said to define such narratives:11  

(1) the presence of a break which functions as an [sic] founding rupture; (2) the intervention 
of a supernatural dimension implying transcendence; (3) a mysterious aspect reinforced by 
the absence of any other witnesses (vision, divine call); (4) the event is understood by refer-
ence to an ultimate origin, to an absolute beginning; (5) the situation which is created pre-
sents something new; (6) the event inaugurates a history or a posterity. (Marguerat, The First 
Christian Historian, 32)  

Marguerat demonstrates fairly convincingly that these elements can be located 
in Acts.12 His study is thus welcome not only because it pushes for greater 
precision in the classification of Acts – as a form of historiography concerned 
with beginnings – but also due to its elucidation of prominent features in the 
narrative. These features are largely subsumable to the analytic motifs em-
ployed in my study. However, I suggest that the classification of Acts as a 
“narrative of beginnings” is most profitably explored in relation to cultural 
topoi rather than as a function of genre.  

This is precisely what the present volume attempts. I articulate how the fea-
tures in Acts together with their associated concerns relate to the larger phe-
nomena of colonization and civic/community origin accounts. This framework 
allows me to compare the perspectives of “native” works (e.g., by Luke, Philo, 
and Josephus) with those of more “mainstream” voices in the Classical, Hel-
lenistic, and Roman periods. Moreover, it enables me to demonstrate how col-
onization perspectives – while featuring “history” in some sense – are embed-
ded in a host of different genres, subgenres, and even material forms.  

 
6 Sterling, Historiography and Self-Definition, 629. 
7 Daniel Marguerat, The First Christian Historian: Writing the “Acts of the Apostles,” 

trans. Ken McKinney, Gregory J. Laughery, and Richard Bauckham (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2002).  

8 Ibid., 8. Working from Ricoeur’s framework, Marguerat identifies this “strong” type of 
historiography as “poetic” history. The “truth” of such history “lies in the interpretation it 
gives to the past and the possibility it offers to a community to understand itself in the pre-
sent” (ibid). 

9 Marguerat considers the literary parallels adduced by Sterling to be “a bit forced” (ibid., 
30). 

10 Ibid., 32. 
11 Pierre Gibert, Bible, mythes et récits de commencement (Paris: Éditions du Seuil: 1986). 
12 Marguerat, The First Christian Historian, 32–34. 
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Charles Talbert dissents from the view that Luke-Acts is historiography.13 
He poses an alternative: Luke’s two-volume work constitutes a biographical 
sketch of a founder and his followers, comparable to Diogenes Laertius’s Lives 
of the Eminent Philosophers.14 Talbert produces a list of parallels between 
Luke’s portraits of Jesus in the gospel and his disciples in Acts in support of 
his position.15 Parallels notwithstanding, his thesis has won few adherents. 
Critics note that Acts in particular contains few of the features constitutive of 
more well-established examples of ancient biography.16 Others complain, fur-
thermore, that Talbert’s take neglects the historical and theological dimensions 
of Luke’s work.17  

To these critiques, I add an additional: Talbert’s characterization of Luke-
Acts as biography is too individualistic, obscuring the communal significance 
of the work at the level of both the narrative and its (envisioned) reception. In 
the first respect, while Talbert commendably highlights the links between Jesus 
and his disciples in Luke’s narrative(s), he neglects to reflect adequately on the 
role played by both in planting communities via their actions. In the second 
respect, he does not consider how – as a consequence – the founding activities 
of both parties might have functioned as charter accounts for Luke’s commu-
nities. My analysis of Acts takes up both issues. I focus on how the apostles’ 
appointment and actions qualify them as community founders as well as on 
how Luke’s narrative about their deeds might have operated as a foundation 
account – or series of foundation accounts – for Christians of the author’s gen-
eration.  

Richard Pervo offers an even more adventurous take on the genre of Acts. 
He proposes that it ought to be read as a Greek novel, a somewhat amorphous 
category of ancient fiction.18 Pervo’s chief justification for this classification 
is the entertaining character of Acts. Its author relates imprisonment, ship-
wreck, escapes, trials, persecution, martyrdom, mobs, assemblies, humor/wit, 

 
13 Charles Talbert, Literary Patterns, Theological Themes, and the Genre of Luke-Acts 

(Missoula: Scholars Press, 1974). 
14 Ibid., 125–34. 
15 Ibid., 15–65.  
16 Mikeal C. Parsons and Richard I. Pervo, Rethinking the Unity of Luke and Acts 

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1987), 36.  
17 Cf. Francois Bovon, Luke the Theologian: Fifty-Five Years of Research (1950–2005), 

2nd ed. (Waco: Baylor University Press, 2006), 72–77. 
18 Pervo, Profit with Delight: The Literary Genre of the Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: 

Fortress Press, 1987). Pervo realizes the challenges of defining what constitutes a Greek 
novel. However, he embraces the definition of Arthur Heiserman, The Novel before the 
Novel (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), 114, because it provides cohesion to 
the classification while allowing for diversity: novel = material + manner + style + structure. 
Later, Pervo moderates his argument about the genre of Acts. See idem, Acts: A 
Commentary. Hermeneia (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2009). 
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irony, pathos, exotica, speeches, and snippets of high society.19 In Pervo’s es-
timation, even the scenes of “local color” identified by Conzelmann (see be-
low) reflect a proclivity of ancient novelist writings.20 To the extent that Luke 
has utilized material from other sources, he has creatively shaped it for the twin 
purposes of edification and entertainment.  

Pervo’s proposal is to be commended for its originality, not least how it 
challenges unexamined assumptions about the genre of Acts, particularly its 
frequent classification as historiography.21 Moreover, his study sheds light on 
those features Acts shares in common with ancient Greek novels (as he defines 
them), illuminating a wider body of literature with which Luke’s work can be 
profitably compared. Yet Pervo’s work suffers from a significant flaw: In seek-
ing to undermine the classification of Acts as historiography, he too downplays 
its communal dimensions. He goes so far as to suggest that Acts lacks a concern 
for institutional matters and therefore does not “intend to describe the history 
of the Christian mission.”22 This conclusion, however, drives a false wedge 
between founding figures and movements and/or communities for which they 
possess a defining significance.23 The narrative about the founders of the Chris-
tian movement, in other words, implies the existence of Christian communities 
and therefore possesses an implicitly institutional concern. To this indirect cri-
tique, I add one that is more direct: Acts actually demonstrates an explicit con-
cern for institutional matters. Thus, in this book I not only characterize the 
apostles as community founders but also analyze the institutional features of 
communities established through their activities, including their leadership 
structures (Acts 13:1; cf. 20:17), mixed composition (11:19–20), and “cus-
toms” (15:19–20, 29; cf. 21:25). 

 
19 Pervo, Profit with Delight, 12–85. 
20 Ibid., 70–72. 
21 Leaving aside the merits of his genre argument, Pervo deserves commendation for his 

incisive diagnosis of the motive behind many previous attempts to classify Luke-Acts as 
historiography. He argues that the debate over the essential truth-worthiness/historicity/fac-
tuality of the narrative has unduly influenced discussions of its genre. Owing to this subtext, 
even those not predisposed to read Acts as factual narrative – for example, Ernst Haenchen 
(The Acts of the Apostles, trans. and ed. Bernard Nobel et al. [Philadelphia: Westminster 
Press, 1971]) – evaluate its content by the (supposed) canons of historiography. This orien-
tation inevitably lends itself to a negative evaluation of passages striking the reader as having 
little or no basis in historical fact. Pervo reveals how this overall framework for reading 
(Luke-) Acts precludes appreciation for how such passages contribute to the entertaining 
character of the narrative. Ibid., 1–11. 

22 Ibid., 131. 
23 Compare Pervo’s distinction between national histories and national novels, as well as 

his related claim that “Luke did for Paul what Artapanus did for Moses,” which leads him to 
conclude that Luke is a “writer of historical fiction” (ibid., 135). 
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A further, and ambitious, proposal about the genre of Luke-Acts comes from 
Marianne Palmer Bonz.24 She maintains that Luke-Acts emulates the epic tra-
dition and thus rejects its classification as either historiography or Greek 
novel.25 Bonz supports this proposal by appealing to the narrative’s wide-open 
scope, interconnected storyline, and thematic development.26 To lay the 
groundwork for this argument, she outlines several characteristic themes in 
epic while formulating their social and historical importance. Common plot 
devices include reversal, prophecy, allusions/ambiguity, journey, divine mis-
sion, et cetera.27 The devices are fairly stock in character; their shape in any 
given epic is influenced by prevailing political and social conditions. In the 
Aeneid, for example, Virgil adopts thematic elements from Homeric epic but 
reshapes them in order to glorify Rome’s beginning – from a markedly Augus-
tan perspective.28 Later epics contest or nuance this Augustan-centric view of 
the empire while deploying these same themes.29 The presence of such thematic 
consistency in Luke-Acts leads Bonz to conclude that it too qualifies as an epic 
– imagined and fashioned to glorify the beginnings of Christianity.30  

Bonz’s proposal furnishes a fresh opportunity to examine the shape and de-
fining characteristics of Luke’s work. In my estimation, she has not proved her 
case that Luke-Acts emulates epic. Aside from the fact that the narrative is set 
in prose, quite a few of the themes/plot devices she wishes to assign to epic – 
divine mission, prophecy, allusion – characterize other genres as well.31 Nev-
ertheless, Bonz does a service in highlighting these features and demonstrating 
how they are molded to serve a specific function: exalting civic/community 
beginnings. Accounts concerning such beginnings are not limited to a particu-
lar genre, whether historiography or epic. In the present book, I illustrate how 
Luke’s story about the replication of the Christian movement can be likened to 
colonization accounts that are embedded in various ancient genres.  

Though each of the above proposals has its merits, the exclusive concern for 
the genre of Acts (or Luke-Acts) comes with pitfalls, as my review has sug-
gested. Chiefly, these include: (1) labeling features/themes as constitutive of a 
genre, when in fact they characterize other genres as well; (2) misconstruing 

 
24 Marianne Palmer Bonz, The Past as Legacy: Luke-Acts and Ancient Epic (Minneapolis: 

Fortress Press, 2000). 
25 Bonz rejects the reading of Acts as Greek novel as “trivializing” (ibid., vii, 14); more-

over, she dismisses the classification of Luke-Acts as historiography on the basis that the 
narrative betrays a lack of fastidiousness for historical accuracy (ibid., 184–89).  

26 Ibid., 87–193. 
27 Ibid., 36–56. 
28 Ibid., 31–36. 
29 Ibid., 61–86. 
30 Ibid., 25–29. 
31 Bonz does admirably illustrate how the recasting of themes and traditions tacks closely 

to the historical/social context(s) of the authors of such works. 
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the function of features/themes; (3) and failing to focus on the subject matter 
of Luke’s narrative.  

My approach seeks to avoid these pitfalls: (1) I note that key elements of 
Acts resonant with cultural motifs represented in various genres as well as non-
literary media; (2) I maintain that these features/themes together ultimately 
function to glorify community origins; (3) and, correspondingly, I argue that 
the subject matter of Acts is the foundation and replication of the Christian 
community. 

1.1.2 Studies of (Luke-) Acts’ Geography 

An alternate approach considers Luke’s use of geography. Pioneering this ap-
proach was Hans Conzelmann. Though not the first to observe the prominent 
function of geography in Luke-Acts, Conzelmann applied more rigor than most 
in working out its role in advancing the author’s literary and theological aims; 
he accomplished this in his studies on Luke’s redaction.32 These studies shed 
light on the author’s depiction of villages, cities, and regions as well as natural, 
political, and sacred landscapes.33 Conzelmann above all relates his geograph-
ical treatment to Luke’s schematization of (salvation-) history, which derives 
its impetus from the parousia’s delay.34 This schematization identifies three 
separate periods – that of Israel, Jesus, and the church.35 Thus, Conzelmann’s 
lens for examining the geography of Luke-Acts is manifestly theological. 

More recently, Matthew Sleeman has picked up on Conzelmann’s geograph-
ical and theological interests but worked them out along theoretical lines.36 Us-
ing a model proposed by human geographer Edward Soja, Sleeman considers 
how Jesus’s ascension reconfigures space in Acts 1–11:18. That is to say, he 
appropriates Soja’s first space, second space, and third space schema as a way 
of analyzing the different dimensions of spatiality in this section of Acts. First 
space denotes spatiality as depicted by maps; second space, imagined space as 
in a blueprint; and third space, the merging of the two spaces. Sleeman argues 
that Christ’s ascension and related heavenly status constitute a third space con-
dition, which in turn structures the first and second spaces observed in the first 
part of Acts – and by extension, in the remainder of the narrative.37  

Sleeman’s theoretical and Conzelmann’s redaction-centric approaches offer 
many helpful insights concerning the theological implications of geography in 

 
32 Hans Conzelmann, The Theology of St. Luke, trans. G. Buswell (Philadelphia: Fortress 

Press, 1961); idem, Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963).  
33 Idem, The Theology of St. Luke, 18–94. 
34 Ibid., 17. 
35 Ibid., 137–234. 
36 Matthew Sleeman, Geography and the Ascension Narrative in Acts (Cambridge: Cam-

bridge University Press, 2009).  
37 Ibid., 42–56. 
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Luke-Acts. However, neither adequately considers how the geographical pre-
tensions of Luke’s narrative would have resonated in its wider Mediterranean 
context, where tales of relocation and new beginnings were commonplace.38 In 
the present study, I demonstrate how the cultural phenomena of colonization 
and foundation narratives illuminate the account of community replication 
found in Acts. As in many foundation narratives, geographical expansion – or 
relocation – in Luke’s work receives it impetus from both divine (= oracle) and 
human (= stasis) causes.  

Someone who has given much thought to the relevant background(s) of 
Luke’s geography is James M. Scott.39 He argues that Luke-Acts is governed 
by separate geographical horizons headlined by Rome and Jerusalem, respec-
tively. The former is evoked, for example, by the census in Luke 2:1–2 and the 
later by the Acts 1:8 oracle’s forecast of mission reaching from Jerusalem out-
ward unto the “end of the earth” (Acts 1:8).40 Scott surveys various ways of 
conceptualizing geography in ancient writings, including periplus-oriented de-
scriptions and more theoretical-based approaches. He then turns to geograph-
ical views coincident with Rome’s emergence as Mediterranean superpower, 
showcased in projects such as Julius Caesar’s survey of the world, Agrippa’s 
world map, and Augustus’s Res Gestae.41 

The epitome of Scott’s position is that Luke accommodates to this Roman 
geographical vision in a manner commensurate with other Jewish writers of the 

 
38 Conzelmann is not oblivious to the wider context, of course. He notes that for Luke, 

places not only delineate salvation-history trajectories, but also assume a stereotyped quality 
– for example, mountains are a place of prayer, and Jerusalem is one of prophecy (The The-
ology of St. Luke, 28–29). Moreover, he identifies how Luke (especially in Acts) frequently 
“furnishes scenes with local color (Lystra, Philippi, Ephesus)” (Acts, xli). But Conzelmann’s 
focus on Luke’s activity as redactor leaves the impression that Acts is a theological piece of 
literature largely distinctive in its ancient context.   

Sleeman simply does not take up the topic. His study certainly takes for granted that 
Christianity’s movement throughout the broader Mediterranean context contributes to the 
motivation for a work such as Acts (see Vernon Robbins, “Luke-Acts: A Mixed Population 
Seeks a Home in the Roman Empire,” in Images of Empire, ed. Loveday Alexander, 
JSOTSup 122 [Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991]). Consequently, he demonstrates 
rather effectively, in his own way, how Acts constitutes an imaginative construal of spatial-
ity. Yet since Sleeman hews so close to the theoretical model, he neglects comparative ma-
terial that might further illuminate Luke’s claiming and (re)configuring of spaces for the 
Christian movement. 

39 James M. Scott, “Luke’s Geographical Horizon,” in The Book of Acts in Its Graeco-
Roman Setting, ed. David W. J. Gill and Conrad Gempf, vol. 2 of The Book of Acts in Its 
First Century Setting, ed. Bruce W. Winter (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994), 483–544; 
idem, “Acts 2:9–11 as an Anticipation of the Mission to the Nations,” in The Mission of the 
Early Church to Jews and Gentiles, ed. Jostein Adna and Hans Kvalbein (Tubingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2000), 87–123. 

40 Scott, “Luke’s Geographical Horizon,” 543–44. 
41 Ibid., 484–92. 
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time. Thus, “Jews had by the first century A.D. assimilated the Graeco-Roman 
world of their Roman overlords” while mapping onto it their traditional way of 
constructing the world.42 Among these traditions, the so-called Table of Na-
tions in Genesis 10 allowed Jews inside and outside the geographical region of 
Israel to conceptualize the boundary regions of the inhabited world, with “the 
nations of Japheth in the northern and western lands, including Asia Minor and 
Europe (Gen 10:2–5); the nations of Ham in Egypt and North Africa (vv. 6–
20); and the nations of Shem in Mesopotamia and Arabia (vv. 21–31).”43 In 
similar fashion, Scott suggests, the Table of Nations furnished Luke with a 
ready-made geographical model for plotting the expansion of early Christian-
ity. Not only does the catalogue of diaspora Jews in Acts 2:5–11 itself share 
commonalities with other Table of Nations traditions,44 but also the broader 
structure of Acts reflects the Table of Nations framework established via mis-
sions to Shem (2:1–8:25), Ham (8:26–40), and Japheth (9:1–28:31).45  

Loveday Alexander’s work on the geography of Acts also considers the nar-
rative in its ancient literary context.46 She acknowledges (like Conzelmann) 
that geography is critical for the progression of Acts but desires to capitalize 
on this insight through discussion of the differences (as well as similarities) 
between travel and geography in Acts and that of other broadly contemporane-
ous writings. She notes, for instance, that Acts’ place descriptions typically 
focus on cities and thus are at variance with Paul’s own scattered accounts of 
his trips, which tend to reference regions. Further, she observes very different 
attitudes toward sea voyage: Acts effectively glorifies it as the means of trans-
porting Paul (and hence early Christianity) across the Mediterranean all the 
way to Rome; by contrast, Paul accepts it with a measure of distaste.  

Indeed, comparison offers Alexander a fruitful way of considering Acts’ ge-
ography more broadly. Employing “voyage” as the middle term, Alexander 
reads Acts alongside Greek novels. She readily concedes that Acts displays a 
certain affinity with periplus literature and thus that it occasionally strikes a 
dissonant chord with the world of the novels on account of its “topographical 

 
42 Scott, “Luke’s Geographical Horizon,” 492. 
43 Ibid., 501. Scott maintains that later Jewish texts such as 1 Chr 1:1–2:2; Dan 11; Isa 

66:18–20; Jub. 8–9; 1QM 2.10–14; Josephus, A.J. 1.120–147; Philo, Legat. 279–329 all as-
sume the Table of Nations partitioning. 

44 Ibid., 529–30. These include considerations of form (“part for whole,” “apparent lack 
of structure and uniformity”), content (e.g., names of nations), and context.  

45 Ibid., 540–41. Scott also argues for allusions to the Table of Nations in Paul’s speech 
in 17:22–31. 

46 Loveday Alexander, “‘In Journeying Often’: Voyaging in the Acts of the Apostles and 
in Greek Romance,” in Acts in Its Ancient Literary Context: A Classicist Looks at the Acts 
of the Apostles (London: T & T Clark, 2005), 69–96; idem, “Narrative Maps: Reflections on 
the Toponomy of Acts,” in Acts in Its Ancient Literary Context, 97–132.  


